Abstract -As the feature size of chips shrinks with semiconductor technology advancing, the size of transistors and their operating voltage keep decreasing. One of the major problems with advanced semiconductor technology is timing errors caused by process variation and noises. With such problems, conventional worst-case designs suffer poor system performance. This paper proposes an aggressive design technique for VLSI digital filters for tolerating transient timing errors. When a timing error occurs, the system reconfigures the buffer cells of digital filters with little performance degradation. We have applied the technique to two example digital filter designs, including an FIR filter and an IIR filter. The implementation results show that our proposed designs achieve tolerance of transient timing errors with reasonable cost.
Introduction
With ever advancing of semiconductor technology, the size of transistors and their operating voltage keep decreasing. One of the major problems with advanced semiconductor technology is that integrated circuits are more and more susceptible to process variation and noises. Hence, it is more difficult to predict the timing behavior of the system due to delay variation of circuits [1] .
Most current designs of integrated circuits are based on the worst-case scenario. Such conservative designs consider all possible delay variation in order to guarantee safe system operations. However, this conventional approach results in poor system performance due to serious process variation and noises with advanced semiconductor technology. Hence, aggressive methodologies have been proposed for robust system design which can tolerate timing errors [2, 3, 4] .
In the Razer project, better-than-worst-case design was proposed for processor pipelines with double sampling of data signals [2] . When a timing error occurs, the whole pipeline is halted for a clock cycle. T-error is another research work that deals with error-resilient link design in network-on-chip architectures [3, 4] . With similar double sampling technique, the design in T-error can tolerate timing errors for network links. Mitra et al. proposed to use C-elements for robust design of systems [5, 6] . However, their approach is for tolerance of soft errors instead of timing errors.
In this paper, we propose the robust designs of VLSI digital filters with tolerance of transient timing errors due to process variation and noises. In the next section, previous work on design techniques for VLSI systems for tolerating timing errors is surveyed. In Section III, the design of our proposed VLSI digital filters for tolerating transient timing errors is presented. With our designs, the transient timing error occurring to digital filters can be tolerated efficiently. The design and implementation of two example timing-errorresilient VLSI digital filters are described in Section IV, including an FIR filter and an IIR filter. The results are compared with designs without tolerance of timing errors. A summary and conclusions are given in the final section.
Design for VLSI Systems with Timing Errors
The rapid progress of semiconductor manufacturing has made the design of reliable VLSI circuits more and more challenging. One of the main problems with modern and future chip design is process variation and noises. Such problems may cause timing errors for VLSI circuits. When timing errors occurs, the latches or registers in the circuits may get the instable or wrong data signals due to not sufficient delay of the clock cycle.
One of the design techniques for tolerating timing errors is to use double sampling of input data. Besides the main clock, there is a delayed clock to sample the input data, which has sufficient time to catch the correct data when there is a timing error for the main clock. Fig. 1 shows the buffer cell for the Terror systems, which is employed in the link design for network-on-chip architectures [5, 6] . clock edge of clkd arrives later than clk by a portion of one clock cycle, e.g. two thirds or three fourths of a cycle. When a timing error occurs, the data written into the main flip-flop is incorrect due to not sufficient cycle time. However, the delay flip-flop is able to catch the correct data. With the XOR gate to indicate the occurrence of the timing error, the cell enters the delay mode. When in the delay mode, the cell uses the output of the delay flip-flop instead of the in through the multiplexer as the input data for the main flip-flop. Note that there is an invalid data sent out to the output before the correct one.
We can aggregate a group of the above T-error cells to compose a buffer stage for the network-on-chip link transmission. For example, if the link is 16 bits wide, then a buffer stage of the link consists of 16 T-error cells. The T-error system is aimed at solving the timing error problem with network-on-chip links. There is no combinational logic circuit between stages, and there are no irregular paths in the systems. Razer proposed a processor pipeline design which can tolerate timing errors by using the double sampling of data too. When a timing error occurs, the whole pipeline is halted for a clock cycle. There are combinational logic circuits between the pipeline stages. However, by simply halting the whole pipeline for a clock cycle, such solution hurts the pipeline performance. Their design also incorporates a dynamically adjusting clock rate mechanism, which can be complex and is only suitable for large-scale systems.
Digital Filters for Tolerating Transient Timing Errors
In this paper, we propose a design technique for VLSI digital filters which can tolerate transient timing errors. Our approach uses double sampling of data, too. However, our design allows using combinational logic circuits between adjacent pipeline stages while it avoids halting the clock or adjusts the clock rate. The digital filters design typically has forwarding or feedback datapaths in the system, and hence is more difficult to solve the timing error problem. In our design, a pipeline buffer is modified such that it can detect a timing error. The associated control circuit can reconfigure the modified buffer and correct the data in one clock cycle. Furthermore, the control circuit will inform the downstream stage that a timing error occurs and the data transmitted is invalid. Fig. 3 shows the simple organization of the error-resilient design for a pipeline buffer, while Fig. 4 shows the detailed circuit in the modified pipeline buffer. There are three flip-flops in a one-bit pipeline buffer for tolerating timing errors, shown in Fig. 4 . The main flip-flop and the delay flip-flop are driven by two different clock signals with the same frequency. The input data is sampled at the delay flip-flop with clkd that is delayed by a portion of a clock cycle from the main clock signal clk. It is supposed that the delay flip-flop is able to catch the correct input data when the timing error occurring since it has much longer time than the clock period. When a timing error occurs, the outputs of the two flip-flops do not conform to each other, and the XOR gate indicates the error. When any one-bit buffer in the same pipeline stage indicates an error, the control circuit for the stage will inform and reconfigure all buffers in the same stage. The buffer flip-flop is not operational when there is no timing error in order to save power.
When a timing error occurs to any one-bit buffer, the enable signal will be asserted by the control circuit for the corresponding stage, and the buffer flip-flop starts to operate. The select1 signal controls the input multiplexer MUX1 for the buffer flip-flop. When a timing error occurs in the same stage, the select1 will make MUX1 to choose the output of the delay flip-flop as the input of the buffer flip-flop. The select2 signal controls the pipeline buffer output. When a timing error occurs, the select2 will make MUX2 to choose the output of the buffer flip-flop to be the output of this one-bit buffer. When a timing error occurs to a stage, the control circuit will also inform the downstream stage that the data transmitted is invalid.
We have designed different control circuits for the pipeline buffer in the digital filters for tolerating transient timing errors. Such control circuits include regular control circuit, forward control circuit, and feedback control circuit. Forward datapath is common in many digital filter designs. In a forward datapath circuit, two different datapath with the same data flow direction join in the same stage. Fig. 6 shows the forward datapath and its associated control circuit. The two pipeline buffers indicated by dash-line rectangular are the related forward stages. The forward control circuit is used with each of the two related forward pipeline stages for tolerating timing errors. There are four input control signals for the forward control circuit: error, valid-in, valid-in2, and stall-in. The valid-in1 is the valid-out from the upstream stage. The valid-in2 is the valid-out from the related forward stage. The stall-in is the stall-out from the related forward stage. This signal indicates that there is a timing error in the related forward stage. When the stall-in is asserted, the buffer stage needs to also switch to the delay mode in order to coordinate with the other forward stage. There are five output control signals for the forward control circuit: select1, select2, enable, valid-out and stall-out. Fig. 7 shows that the valid-out signals of the two forward stages are OR'ed to generate the valid-in for the following stage. This indicates that only when both previous forward stages have valid data output, the current stage can have valid data input. In other words, if any of the two forward stages produce invalid data, the current stage will not receive valid data input. Note that an OR gate is used instead of an AND gate since "0" value indicates valid data in our design. Feedback datapath is also common in many digital filter designs. In a feedback datapath circuit, two different datapath with the opposite data flow direction join in the same stage. Fig. 8 shows the feedback datapath with two related stages. The two pipeline buffers indicated by dash-line rectangular are the related feedback stages. The feedback control circuit is used for one of the related stages. The other related stage uses feedback joining control circuit. Fig. 9 shows the feedback control circuit and the feedback joining control circuit. A digital filter may have both forward datapath and feedback datapath combined. Fig. 10 shows a combined datapath. In such combined datapath, the combined control circuit consisting of feedback control and forward control is employed to handle such case. 
Design and implementation of example error-resilient digital filters
We have applied our design techniques in the above to example digital filters for tolerating timing errors. This section presents the results for two filters: one is an 8-tap low-pass FIR filter, and the other is a 3-parallel 2nd-order IIR filter. Fig.  11 shows the error-resilient design of the FIR filter and Fig. 12 shows the error-resilient design of the IIR filter. We have implemented the two 16-bit digital filters with both original design and error-resilient design with cell-based design flow. TSMC 0.18μm technology is used and the operating voltage is 1.62v. Table I and Table II shows our implementation results. Our results demonstrate that our errorresilient designs achieve tolerance of transient timing errors with reasonable area cost. Note that the circuit speed of the error-resilient designs is the same as the original designs. The reason for this is that the multiply and add operation in the combinational circuit dominate the clock cycle, and the delay of the extra circuit in the error-resilient design is quite small and hence is hidden. 
Summary and conclusions
This paper presents an aggressive design technique for VLSI digital filters for tolerating transient timing errors. When a timing error occurs, the system reconfigures the buffer cells of digital filters with little performance degradation. We have applied the technique to two example digital filter designs, including an FIR filter and an IIR filter. The implementation results show that our proposed designs achieve tolerance of transient timing errors with reasonable cost.
